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Dear Sir,
I am writing this Demi-Official Letter to you to draw your kind attention to

a Technology that is making waves; all over the world. That is Nanotechnology-
The Technology of the 21st Century.

Nanotechnology has Applications in the following areas:-
1]Medical Applications
2] Nanomaterials with NOVEL properties.
3] Energy Efficient Technology
4] Ultra Speed Telecommunications
5] Ultra'SmaIl Computer Technology

More than 80% of the applications of Nanotechnology; today are in the
Medical Area.

I am going to enlighten you on what I am presently doing in my R & D
work.

In 1957 Prof.Richard Feynaman predicted about the emergence of such a
Technology in his Lecture on "There is plenty of room at the bottom" [ No one
understood the concept then; it was a Sci-Fi idea]. In 1988 in fact Prof.Eric
Drexler [considered the father of Nanotechnology]; delivered the first course in
Nanotechnology. From then on the Technology has picked up MOMENTUM.

I will try to EXPLAIN some of the areas in which I am doing my R & D
work :-
1] There are cellular PROCESSES going on inside the human cells. The process of
" Aging" is one of these. Nanorobots are so small that; they can easily go inside a
human cell & control the" Cell Orgenelles " & their" PROCESSES" . Using
Nanorobots ; we can control & "Reduce the Rate of Aging Process; which will
increase the" Life Expectancy" of Human Beings by about 20 to 30 years.

We can even hope CONQUER "Death" [ It will take 15 to 20 more years to
achieve this]
2] Nano Materials have NOVEL; Optical; Electrical & Magnetic properties.

We can hope to produce" Artificial Lenses ••& "Artificial Retina" using
these materials.

Gone are the days when we used to say "Netradana Shresta Dana - So
Donate your eyes after death" [Actually only the CORNEA of a dead person is
removed and surgically placed on the Blind Person's Eye in this case]

The FACT is that not even 1 % of the Blindness can be cured using this
" Corneal Transplant ., method.


